SKUMLA - PLAY FOAM
LOOKING FOR A SUPPLIER
We are an upcoming Danish brand SKUMLA that is looking for a permanent supplier of soft
play foam products.
We are looking for a foam manufacturer who works with the production of foam, cuts the
foam to desired dimensions and covers the foam in different fabrics and PVC/PU as well.
PRODUCT PURPOSE
With play foam, a tumble universe is created where the child's motor skills are strengthened.
play foam supports the child's activity through play with the ability to jump, slide, balance,
build, throw and tumble - only creativity sets limits.
Our play foam is for children aged 0-6 years.
BRAND
To differentiate SKUMLA from the existing market, we want to renew the old kind of play
foam that we know in the signal colors red, yellow, blue and green.
We will do this by designing the play foam products upholstered in beautiful durable furniture
fabrics, which any mother with an interest in interior design wants to invite home in the living
room.
SHORT ABOUT US - AND MOTIVES
The motives for starting a new brand in play foam, are an in-depth knowledge of the
children's universe and the sharply increasing demand that is seen in the B2C market.
We have the necessary IT and marketing skills as well as the capital to realize the business
idea.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
In our starting range, we want to offer 5 different products. But in the long run, we want to
expand the range to many different figures.
Stair and ramp to slide
1. Stair of 1000 x 1000 x 500 mm.
2. Ramp of 1000 x 1000 x 500 mm.

3. Semicircle of 380 x 360 x 180 mm.

4. Prism of 500 x 500 x 500 mm.

5. Circle of Ø 400 x 300 mm.

FOAM
We are interested in quality polyurethane foam (PU).
Alternatively, we are also very interested in polyether foam (PE)
FABRIC
We want our play foam to be covered with furniture textiles with 100.000 martindale or
higher
There must be a strong PVC/PU material on the surface of the ramp where the children slide
down
Examples of furniture fabrics:

WE CARE
Our products must comply with the legal requirements within the EU when it comes to
products that are produced for children.
Must have CE marking.
If special certifications can be offered, such as the Oeko-Tex Standard 100, is this
interesting.

LOGO
As we want to stand out from the existing market, we would like to have our own logo on the
products.
PACKAGING
Each unit must be delivered wrapped in plastic and cardboard.
QUANTITY
If we together can develop a successful prototype on the desired products, we are happy to
purchase in larger quantities if it can reduce the cost price significantly.

We are very interested in hearing more about the possibilities with you as the supplier.
Any questions or possible clarification, do not hesitate to contacting us.
Thank you for your attention. We look forward to your response.

Best regards
Jesper Bruun - owner by SKUMLA
Email: jesperfriisbruun@icloud.com
Phone: +45 42 95 43 18
Upcoming website: https://skumla.myshopify.com/ use this code: 9504
Company Address: Silkeborgvej 201b, 8230 Åbyhøj. Denmark

